EXHIBITION

THE REDISCOVERY OF PHOTO

by Lucy Gordan-Rastelli

T

he summer 2012 issue
of this journal included my article titled
“The Egyptological Archives
at the University of Milan,”
about how the Egyptology
library and archives there
were established in 1999 and
have continued being enlarged ever since. In 2002, thanks
to the generosity of Gabriella Robiglio, Milan Egyptollogy professor Patrizia Piacentini purchased from Ars
Libri in Boston a substantial
portion of the library and
then the extensive archives
that once belonged to worldrenowned French Egyptologist Alexandre Varille (19091951), who died prematurely in an automobile accident.
Soon after his demise, VarKmt 60

GRAPHER THEODOR KOFLER

Theodor Kofler’s 1914 aerial photograph of the
Great Pyramids of the Giza Plateau. Inset opposite,
Cover of the photo album containing 22 aerial
views he took above Egypt that same year, which
was acquired by the University of Milan in 2002,
as part of the archives of French Egyptologist
Alexandre Varille. Courtesy of the University
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ille’s library and papers had been sent back to France from
Luxor, where his family conserved them in their homes at
Lourmarin in Provence and in Lyons. In 2000 his last heir
decided to sell them.
As Piacentini reports in her recent article, “Theodor
Kofler et les premières photographies aériennes des monuments égyptiens” (published in the Bulletin de la Société
Française d’Égyptologie), tucked away among the some 400
volumes from Varille’s library, she discovered a “surprising”
album of twenty-two numbered (No. 4 is missing) aerial
photographs of Egyptian archaeological monuments. These
had been taken by Theodor Kofler, who — until Piacentini’s
“rediscovery” — was all but forgotten, despite his talent.
In her article Piacentini relates that the wealthy Varille was passionate about photography. Characteristically with
a camera around his neck at archaeological sites, he not only
took his own shots (including aerial ones), but purchased
some 50,000 others, now in the archives in Milan. Varille, as
an archaeologist, found aerial photography particularly useful for understanding sites’ terrains.
It was for this reason, Piacentini reports, that Varille
purchased the Kofler album sometime between 1930 and
1935 and used one photograph (No. 15) to illustrate his book,
Le temple du scribe royal Amenhotep fils de Hapou, published
in 1935. Varille published No. 15 again, along with No. 16
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(the area around the Temple of Medinet Habu) in
his doctoral thesis, Thèbes
sous Aménophis III.
Piacentini describes the Kofler album —
which is of great value for
Egyptology and the history
of photography, as well as
of aviation — relating that
the mostly large-format
photographs (290 x 386
mm) are each signed “Kofler Cairo 1914,” that they
were printed using the silver-gelatin process on very
thin sensitive paper, then
mounted on large pieces of
dark-brown cardboard tied
together by two strings.
Nos. 1-3 are of the
Giza Pyramids; No. 5 of the
Luxor Temple; No. 6 of the
same Temple with surrounding houses; Nos. 7-

Nineteen-fifteen watercolor portrait of Theodor Kofler. Above, the
photographer’s 1914 aerial view of
Luxor Temple & environs. Opposite, His same-year aerial view of
the Karnak Temple complex.
Photos courtesy the University of Milan

10 of different views of the Karnak Temple; Nos. 11 and 12
of exceptional views of the Colossi of Memnon; nos. 13-16
of the Medinet Habu Temple; nos. 17 and 18 of the Ramesseum and its surrounding area; nos. 19 and 20 of the Temple
of Seti I at Gurna; No. 21 of the Temple of Hatshepsut at
Deir el Bahari, and No. 22 of the plain of the Asasif, with
tombs of the Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth dynasties in the
foreground and in the background the Temples of Hatshepsut and of Mentuhotep II. On the inside of the album’s cover
is Alexandre Varille’s ex libris.
When I asked Piacentini why she found this album
“surprising,” she responded, “For the beauty of the photographs, their very early date and the name ‘Kofler’ which I’d
never seen before, in spite of my many years of research about
early archaeological photography and photographers in Egypt.
For these reasons I wanted to learn more about him.”
Convinced from the start that Kofler’s were the earliest aerial photos of ancient Egyptian monuments, Piacentini’s first step in 2002 was to try to find publications about
ancient Egypt — beginning in 1914 — where Kofler photographs might have been used as illustrations. Her first discovery was a small volume for prosperous tourists who frequented Luxor during the winter for health reasons. On a
left-hand page, facing the frontispiece, is a photo signed
“Kofler,” which shows the side of Luxor Temple, the Winter

Palace hotel and part of the town, taken diagonally from an
airplane. This image isn’t in Milan’s Kofler album and could
possibly be the missing No. 4. Additionally, over the next
half-century, Egyptologists Jean Capart and Paul Barguet —
and Varille himself — used images in their books which are
found in the Milan album. Two Kofler photographs (nos. 13
and 20), which once belonged to French Egyptologist Georges Daressy, are conserved in the Bibliothèque d’Égyptologie
du College de France in Paris; and another eight (nos. 5, 7,
9, 13, 14, 17, 18 and 20) are in the Andrew Dickson White
Architectural Photographs Collection housed in Cornell University’s library. “Almost certainly,” Piacentini told me, “the
album in Milan is the only almost complete one of his aerial archaeological photographs in existence.”
Thanks to aeronautical experts and historians, and
reading newspapers published in 1914, after long and complex research, Piacentini uncovered the names of the two pilots who had accompanied Kofler on his flights over Egypt
in January and April of 1914, and the types of their aircrafts.
The photos of Giza (nos. 1-3) were taken between January 2
and 12, aboard a Nieuport VI G, piloted by Marc Bonnier;
and the photos of Luxor and the Luxor west bank were made
perhaps at the end of January, but more likely in April, aboard
Louis Olivier’s Farman. Thus, Piacentini came to the conclusion that Kofler did not take aerial archaeological photos af-
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ter 1914 “...because the album in Milan is the only one known, although he did make additional unbound prints and produced many
albums of his photographs on other themes, for example the internment camp on Malta (in particular of the objects created by the
prisoners), and of ‘modern’ buildings in Egypt.”
However, Piacentini mentions in her article that Kofler
also flew with Olivier in his Farman at the end of January 1914
and took aerial photos of Cairo and environs (Abbassiah, Mokattam, Heliopolis, Helouan, etc.). This can be proven by a series of twenty-eight Kofler photos (Lot 403) sold at auction at
Millon and Associates in Paris, incredibly for only €180, on
March 11, 2014. These photographs are not numbered and are
not in an album.
One of the most important discoveries in piecing together Kofler’s biography Piacentini owes to photographic historian Claudio Busi. Around 2000, with the help of Francis Amin Mohareb, he had discovered in Luxor a series of photographs
taken by Heinz Leichter (1882-1940), a native of Bolzano, which
until 1918 was located in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. In the
Leichter collection are a large number of photographs showing
World War I prisoners of war on the island of Malta. Certain of
these were taken by Leichter, others were signed by his fellow
prisoner “Kofler, Malta-Cairo” and dated 1914-1916, the year
Kofler was released and returned to Cairo. Leichter and Kofler
had been the camp’s official photographers and remained close
friends for the rest of their lives. Research in the British and AmKmt 64

Kofler’s 1914 aerial views of the Colossi of Memnon (above) & (opposite) the Medinet Habu temple complex & environs.
Photos courtesy the University of Milan

erican military and the Red Cross archives on Malta and the
Malta Study Circle documentation uncovered what Kofler and
Leichter looked like; that Kofler’s date of birth at Innsbruck was
July 27, 1877; that he was of Austro-Hungarian origin; that his
first name was Theodor; and that his pre-War business address
in Cairo was 10, rue el Manakh — from which Piacentini was
able to trace his earlier and later business addresses. “Until the
discovery of the Malta camp archives,” Piacentini told me, “a few
of Kofler’s photographs I’d seen were signed “Kofler-Cairo,” with a
scribbled first initial; but it was impossible to decipher the letter
and thus learn his first name.”
From documents she found in Austria, with the crucial help of Austrian diplomat Professor Rudolf Agstner, Piacentini was able to trace Kofler’s ancestral family tree, learn when
he left for Egypt, and discover his last descendant, a lady who
lives in South Africa. “I also learned,” she said, “that Kofler married in Cairo on August 25, 1904. We have his military papers in
Trento (again in Austria, not Italy then) until 1903. So, he probably immigrated to Egypt at the end of 1903 or the beginning of 1904,
as did many Europeans of the time, seeking fortune in a country
full of opportunities. Thanks to the help of Professor Agstner and of
Mamdouh Chéhab, a Franciscan in Cairo, she learned that Kofler’s

wife was named Elvira, she had been born in Cairo and that her father was of Swiss origin. She and Kofler had two children, a son
named Wilhelm Rudolf, and a daughter named Lidi. Kofler was a
prolific photographer. He started as soon as he arrived in Cairo
working with another almost unknown photographer, R. Paul (who
took photos of KV55 when it was discovered in January 1907).”
“Over the next half-century,” Piacentini continued, “Kofler took hundreds of photos of buildings, shops, personalities, rich
people, theater performances and groups: military, schools and
sports teams. He also worked for the press, particularly the French
press, becoming one of the most celebrated photographers of his
time in Egypt. Then in 1952, at the time of the Egyptian Revolution, along with most Europeans, he and his wife decided to leave.
During World War II, son Wilhelm Rudolf had first moved to Kenya, and then to present-day Tanzania, where he opened a hotel; so,
with his wife, Kofler joined his son, even if he continued to manage
his studios in Cairo until around 1956. He died at Bukoba, on Lake
Victoria, in 1957, two years after his beloved wife.”
“It seems incredible,” Piacentini told me, “that Kofler’s
name had disappeared from the history of photography soon after
he ceased activity. Hopefully our exhibition — ‘Egypt from the Sky,
1914. The Rediscovery of the Photographer Theodor Kofler: Pioneer, Prisoner, and Professional,’ to celebrate the centennial of the
first aerial photographs of ancient Egyptian monuments, on in
Milan at the University, Via Festa del Perdono 7, from February

11-March 13, 2015, then at the Egyptian Academy in Rome, from
April 15-May 15, before traveling to Innsbruck, Bonn, Cairo and
Paris between 2015 and 2018 (no fixed dates yet) — will bring
this pioneer of aerial photography out of anonymity.”
In Milan the exhibition was held in the University’s
Fifteenth Century Cortile di Farmacia or “Pharmacy’s Courtyard.” All twenty-one aerial photographs were displayed for the
first time ever around the portico. Large reproductions of three
of his aerial photographs (the Pyramids at Giza, No.2; the Luxor Temple, No.5; and the Colossi of Memnon, No. 11) were installed on platforms designed by Alessio Carpanelli, arranged at
the center of the cortile, in order to make them visible from
above, the way Kofler originally saw the monuments from the
plane.There were also wall panels with Kofler’s biography. Additionally on display were photographs of his prisoner-of-war period on Malta and many signed photographs he took in Cairo
— between 1916 and 1950 — of people, the Military Academy
and architecture. The University has collected many of these
images during the past year; and most are included in the exhibition catalogue, published in both English and Italian, by Phasar Edizioni in Florence. It can be ordered from <www.phasar.net>
at a cost of 30 euros.
About the Author Lucy Rastelli-Gordan is Kmt’s special correspondent in Europe and has contributed numerous articles to the Journal
on museums’ Egyptian collections there and elsewhere.
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